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ABSTRACT 
Personalised video can be achieved by inserting objects into a 
video play-out according to the viewer's profile. Content which 
has been authored and produced for general broadcast can take on 
additional commercial service features when personalised either 
for individual viewers or for groups of viewers participating in 
entertainment, training, gaming or informational activities. 
Although several scenarios and use-cases can be envisaged, we 
are focussed on the application of personalised product 
placement. Targeted advertising and product placement are 
currently garnering intense interest in the commercial networked 
media industries. Personalisation of product placement is a 
relevant and timely service for next generation online marketing 
and advertising and for many other revenue generating interactive 
services. 

This paper discusses the acquisition and insertion of media 
objects into a TV video play-out stream where the objects are 
determined by the profile of the viewer. The technology is based 
on MPEG-4 standards using object based video and MPEG-7 for 
metadata. No proprietary technology or protocol is proposed. To 
trade the objects into the video play-out, a Software-as-a-Service 
brokerage platform based on intelligent agent technology is 
adopted. Agencies, libraries and service providers are represented 
in a commercial negotiation to facilitate the contractual selection 
and usage of objects to be inserted into the video play-out. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Systems and Software, Distributed 
systems, User profiles; H.5.1 [Information Systems]: 
Multimedia Information Systems; I.2.11 [Computing 
Methodologies]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence. 

General Terms 
Video, personalization, near real time. 

Keywords 
Personalisation; targeted advertising; interactive TV; object based 
video; metadata, multi-agent brokerage system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Personalisation of content is an increasing requirement to engage 
and narrow-cast (or niche-cast) to end-user consumers [1], [2]. The 
commercial media distribution industry is currently focussing on 
targeted advertising with projected revenue increases of several 

times the revenues of traditional spread-shot advertising. Product 
placement is now becoming an accepted method of advertising, 
although the current methods are not on a personalised basis. The 
continued integration of interactive services with networked video 
allows service providers an increasing capability to capture viewer 
usage habits, including Video on Demand (VoD) statistics and 
interactions, and potentially data gathered from Internet usage, 
e.g., wish-lists, purchases and profiles from selected on line stores, 
social media interaction, etc.  

The project described here focuses on two main aspects: (i) the 
video network and technologies to allow the integration of 
arbitrary external objects into the video play-out; and (ii) the 
commercial platform to allow objects to be selected and integrated 
into the original source content according to the viewer profile. 
This is a complex task considering the knowledge management 
effort required to process the various streams of information to 
achieve a high degree of personalisation. These two development 
aspects are discussed below to produce a solution for personalised 
placement of objects into networked media. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the principle whereby objects hosted from 
independent libraries (e.g. content producer agencies) are sought 
and integrated into the source play-out programme. The scenario 
used to illustrate the concept is the personalisation of advertising 
content. In this context, content producers are advertising 
agencies eager to place advertising artefacts in the video streams 
of target viewers. Content distributors are video on demand 
providers that intend to offer viewers a personalised advertising 
experience. To achieve this goal, distributors have to build and 
maintain the viewer profiles. In this scenario there is a 
requirement for a sports car to be placed in to the scene. In a 
search for a suitable “sports car” video object, the library has a 
suitable match, so the object is selected and imported into the 
programme stream. The suitability of the match depends largely 
on the profile and the known personal preferences of the viewer. 
However, the sourced content may specify (via the metadata of 
the source file) that only specific classes of sports car are allowed. 
For example, to fit the editorial integrity of the programme, cars 
of a certain year of manufacture or colour may not fit the story 
line of the film. This is specified as a requirement and will be 
taken into account when the selection is made for a "sports car" 
object from external libraries. There would likely be a fee to be 
negotiated and paid by any agency wishing to have artefacts 
(objects representing their clients' advertising repertoire) placed 
into to a video play-out. Consequently a commercial brokerage of 
the objects is envisaged where objects are sought and traded in to 
the play-out in near-real time.  
Clearly some objects are easier to integrate into a video scene 
than others. Static objects, e.g. a bottle of wine on a dining table, 
are relatively easy. The sports car example given above may be 
somewhat challenging if the car is in motion and undergoing 
many perspective changes throughout a scene.  
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Figure 1. Objects can be acquired from a library and inserted into the source play-out 

 
Video producers may shoot and edit programmes to allow for 
easier object integration, depending on the development of video 
processing technologies to allow for the seamless addition of 
object into a scene. Such considerations include the resolution of 
the added objects, lighting, dynamics, etc. 

1.1 Video Technology for Integrating Objects 
Apart from more efficient video compression, MPEG-4 [3] is 
specified to offer object based media components representing 2D 
and 3D graphics, audio and video (e.g., sprites) [4]. Media objects 
are compressed and coded into the play-out file for transmission to 
the viewer. For commercial media distribution, the MPEG-4 file is 
served as part of a VoD service operator's network. Alternatives to 
MPEG-4 are also considered and will be briefly discussed in 
section 2.2. 

In Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB)1 media objects can be 
assigned characteristics to potentially allow interaction, for 
example, allowing viewers to select objects and link to services 
(e.g., Web sites) external to the presentation. In this paper we 
propose that this interactivity also allows personalisation of TV 
services. “Objects” may be arbitrary shaped video objects [5] 
which are video files to be multiplexed with other objects and the 
source streamed from the head-end. 

In a typical DMB implementation, video objects are transmitted in 
a multiplex according to the Delivery Multimedia Integration 
Framework (DMIF) – MPEG-4 Part 6 [6]. Objects exist in relation 
to the time and dimensional space of the frame and these 
parameters are related to the video scene by the Binary 
Interchange Format (BIFS) – MPEG-4 Part 11 [7]; this is referred 
to as the “scene graph”. For mobile rich media these relationships 
are related in the Lightweight Application Scene Representation 
(LASeR) – MPEG-4 Part 20 [7]. At the viewer-side equipment 
(i.e., computer or set-top box), the objects will be re-assembled 

                                                                 
1 WorldDMB: http://www.worlddab.org/about_worlddmb 

into the desired scene for playback to the viewer interface. Objects 
may be given specific properties, e.g., for viewer interaction.  

Personalisation of video can be achieved by selecting objects from 
an external library and integrating them into the “source video” 
play-out. Here, the term “source video” is the programme content 
stored in the video head-end.  

To allow for the personalisation of the source programme, the 
content would be produced with suitable spaces where imported 
objects may be placed. The spaces are “placeholders” defined in 
the source video and its metadata. The properties of the 
placeholder define the type of object which may be inserted and 
would be in accordance with the editorial integrity of the content 
as specified by the producer of the source video. The metadata of 
the source content describes the restrictions and requirements of 
the objects sought for integration into the content. These objects 
would be stored in separate libraries by content producer agencies 
and would be made available for integration into any suitable 
source video. In a full commercial operation such libraries would 
be operated by third parties and used by, e.g., advertising agencies 
to store their clients' artefacts for future placement. 

Objects are described by their own metadata. Each “placeholder” 
in the source video would require an object to be sought, 
negotiated and integrated into the source. When a play-out request 
is made, the metadata of both the source programme and the 
external additional objects is utilised along with the profile of the 
viewer and a selection is made for suitable objects to import into 
the source stream.  

For conventional MPEG-4 object based video, the original 
play-out programme consists of existing objects and scenes; these 
are related to each other by the scene graph. The receiving set-top 
box (or other platform) uses the scene graph to align the objects 
for synchronised playback to the viewer. To allow for the 
personalisation of broadcast content, the scene graph would be 
updated to include references to the added objects. Consequently, 
the “placeholders” are identified as such in the original scene 
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Figure 3. Network Architecture for a range of distribution formats 

 

to restrict the types of objects traded in to their programmes. So, 
Web-based TV applications would still allow the brokerage of 
arbitrary objects into prepared source video content. Although 
technical development is feasible, one of the main issues is likely 
to be patents. 

3. TRADED MEDIA COMPONENTS 
In the scenarios envisaged here, objects are imported into 
predefined positions given by the scene graph of the source 
programme video. These imported objects have been defined 
externally to the source video capture and coding and may even 
belong to another presentation.  

Objects are sourced from libraries of objects made available for 
trading by content producers. A likely business model is that the 
libraries are third party operated repositories and are populated by 
the object assets of, e.g., advertising agencies where the objects 
represent the advertised merchandise or services. In this case, a 
number of advertising agencies are utilising the libraries for this 
purpose. 

3.1 Networked Libraries and Brokerage 
If media objects are to be utilised in this manner, we can consider 
the evolution of a more sophisticated and complex media market. 
Extending the scenario given in Figure 1, consider that the viewer 
of the programme has a profile known to the service operator 
which is likely to be based on previous viewing history, etc. This 
profile determines exactly which object is to be selected from a 
range of possible libraries. This activity would likely take place in 
a commercial environment in which the objects are traded 
(possibly in near-real time) from a library which provides the 
suitable object for an agreed contract and associated service level 
agreements. 

In this scenario it is possible that the object could be selected from 
a trawl of a number of libraries. Content metadata is required to 
describe (i) the objects available in the libraries and (ii) the 
requirements of the video stream requesting the object. It is also 
likely that there is a commercial value attached to the objects, 
depending on the type of interactive service being offered. For 
example, if the video stream requires an object for an interactive 
service requested by the viewer, the object may attract a 

contractual usage fee, i.e., an entertainment agency is paid for the 
usage. However, if the service is to place an object into the video 
stream for the purpose of advertising to the viewer, then there is a 
value to an agency (e.g., an advertising agency) in placing the 
object into the stream. Consequently, there is a two way 
negotiation involved in the acquisition and usage of an object from 
a library.  

Libraries would therefore be populated with video objects 
uploaded by content producers, advertising agencies, etc. The 
objects carry play-out rights to be negotiated as they are required. 

Due to the growing interest of video content producers and 
distributors in personalised product placement, this proposal is 
also concerned with seamless interoperability, scalability and 
accessibility. For this reason the brokerage platform is offered as a 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Service-Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) component with Web service interfaces, embracing 
simultaneously the Cloud and the Service computing paradigms. A 
similar approach has been proposed [16]. Whereas the “Cloud” 
provides computing and data storage services anywhere, anytime 
through a very robust infrastructure based on virtualization 
technologies, SOA facilitates interoperable services between 
distributed systems to communicate and exchange data with one 
another, thus providing a uniform means for service users and 
providers to discover and offer services [17]. 

3.2 Personalised Product Placement Service 
Targeted advertising is now one of the main investment areas for 
commercial TV distributors. For example, Packet Vision provides 
technology for targeted advertising in IPTV based on viewer 
profiles. They claim that “the average increase in the value of a 
targeted ad spot is at least 50 %” [18]. They also claim a better 
viewer experience (because it is more relevant).  

However, it is likely that advertisements will become increasingly 
personalised, sophisticated, and will find their way into the main 
programme content. Personalised product placement is a 
consequence of this. For example, a media object specifically 
selected based on the viewer profile is acquired following 
negotiation for contractual usage fees and integrated into the 
content at an appropriate position in the programme.  
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Figure 8. Delegate agents negotiation behaviour 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
This proposal for personalised video is based on the viewer’s 
current profile and context (the programme selected, the location, 
the day of the week, the season, etc.) and is achieved through the 
automated insertion of dynamically selected video objects into the 
viewer’s play-out stream. The proposals here allow an automated 
(and near real-time) approach to the personalisation and adaption 
of networked video.  

We are focussed on the personalised product placement scenario, 
which is a relevant and timely service for next generation online 
marketing and advertising, although a number of other commercial 
personalised video services are equally applicable. Our approach is 
based on MPEG-4 standards using object based video and utilising 
MPEG-7 for metadata storage. All major TV distribution formats 
are achievable with the architectures addressed in these proposals, 
and no proprietary technology or protocol is proposed.  

To trade the objects into the video play-out, we adopt a brokerage 
platform based on intelligent agent technology that is exposed as a 
Software-as-a-Service component, ensuring interoperability and 
allowing the migration of the platform into the Cloud. Agencies, 
libraries and service providers are represented in a commercial 
negotiation to facilitate the contractual selection and usage of 
objects to be inserted into the video play-out stream. 
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